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An old-timey title card is shown, reading: "F.O.X. UPDATE

(Federation of Outstanding Explorers). A 1930’s-esque

narration begins over animated images depicting the events

and people described.

NARRATOR

Attention Federation of Outstanding

Explorers. Celebrated archaeologist

Professor Arthur Fact, one of

F.O.X.’s most prolific

globetrotters, has gone missing in

Peru. Fact recently lead a small

team deep into the Loreto Jungle in

pursuit of the Ubah Kahn Ruins;

while several members of the

ill-fated expedition have returned,

the Professor was sadly not among

them. It was Arthur Fact’s research

into the Ubah Kahn civilization

that lead him to the small ruins

along the Yavari River. While many

doubt the existence of the ancient

culture, Fact believed he had

discovered the location of their

ruins and swore to return with

relics he would share with the

world!

F.O.X. Senior Explorer Claus von

Ferbodenstein is leading a small

rescue team in search of the

Professor. Von Ferbodenstein, a

globally-renowned venture

capitalist, is fresh off his wildly

successful expedition near Masaka,

from which he returned with

millions in artifacts and jewels.

Accompanying him is Dr. Rosalind

Forbes, Fact’s former research

assistant and the last one to see

him in the United States. She was

working side-by-side with the

Professor before his disappearance.

Given the dire circumstances, the

Federation of Outstanding Explorers

is recruiting as many F.O.X. Junior

Explorers as possible to aid in the

search for the professor and the

Ancient relics he went in search

of. But be forewarned: while the

nature of the mysticism surrounding

the ruins, as described by Fact in
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NARRATOR (cont’d)
his journals, may be subject to

fair skepticism; the ruins

themselves are an academic enigma.

And if a seasoned explorer and

survival expert such as Arthur Fact

has indeed been swallowed by some

force of the jungle- be it natural,

unnatural, or supernatural- who

knows what kind of danger may be

afoot. Godspeed.

A similar title card to the opening is shown, reading:

NARRATOR (CON’T)

This has been an Update Report of

the Federation of Outstanding

Explorers.


